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PHY 301

A~Qmic
and~Ql~~
( W.e.f.
1> AiQm model ~
11 coupling,
coupling

schemes

interval

rule, jj

relations. Magnetic
calculation
coupling

fr.or'l June,

1HQ valence ele~t~
55 coupling,

of

Phy~jcs

LS

1993)

:

coupling,

Pauli

exclusion

for two electrons,

factors

coupling

rule, selection

branching

for

LS COupling,

Zeeman

and Paschen

pattern,

back effect,

Paschen back

effect

Breits

for

scheme

Lande

rule, intensity

moment of the atoro, Zeeman effect, intensity

spectral terms, Paulis exclUsion principle.
'2~

principle,

rules,

LS

and

jj

derivation

of

la ~

(~Periods.

)

Complex
-'lPect.ra
Displacement

law, alteration

three more valence

law of multiplicities,

electrons,

Lande interval

vector model

rule, inverted

for

terms,

Hund"s rule.
Zeeman

effect

magnetic
spectra

energy

magnetic

quant,um

numbers

amI Lande g factor, Paschen

in

.a

(

spectra

in

complex

Peri od!i!.1.2.~

}

structure:

Introduction,
interaction
more valence
Goudsmit

complex

back effect

<

3> Hyperflne

4>

and

hyperfine

!i!tnlctureand Lallde interval

with one valence
electrons,

electron,

Zeeman

effect in hyperfine

hyperfine

struction

effect in hyperfine

structure.

rule,

nuclear
of two or

structure,

( ~PerlQds.

la

Back
mk4

)

f:u.m Rotation Spectra:
Rotation

of a linear

rotator,

rotational

of radiation
rotators,

moment of inertia

spectra,

energy

(classical

rules

for

molecular

mechanical) ,rigid

rotational

linear

and bond length

of spectral

and quantum

levels, and their populations,

wi tll r'Jtatlng molecules,

selection

intensities

system

lines, Stark effect

rotation-nuclear

spectra

molecules,

from rotational

interaction
of

rigid

determination
spectra,

in molecular

of

relative
rotational'

spin coupling.
( 1

Periods.

1.2.~

)

•

5> Vibratiopal

Spectra

Vibrations of

a

:

single particle, vibrations of

connected by a spring

energies

of

(classical),

diatomic

v:brati~g molecules,
anharmonic
vibrational

vibrational

sgectra

deduction

spectra,

vibrat;ng

intensities

Parallel

and perpendicular

vibration,

of

selection

states, vibrational

general formula, graphical
of electronic

formation,

shading

intensities
principle,

of

radiation

molecules,

( ~ Periods,

of rotation

and

and

from

a~

)

vibration,

rules and transitions

in rotation

with

properties

vibration

for

the

spectrum,

Mqlecules
energy

Periods,

curves,

structure

stable

and

of electronic

spectra,

the branches

bands:

~ortrat

emission,

of

diagram,

bands-vibrational

and

d ~

)

:

representation, isotope effect,

in electronic
obsorption

vibratiollal

diatomic

( fr

energy, potential

molecular

particles

bando of Linear molecules ,Isotope effect-

Sp~ctrn QL Diatomic

Electronic

of

molecular

rotation,

7} Elect~onic

structure

of

rotator coupling

rotation-vibration
rotator,

spectra

of diatomic molecules.

vibratillg

Diatomic

Harmonic oscillator,

molecule5, interaction

oscillator,

two

band,

unstable

transitions,
rotational
band

head

isotoPe

effect,

structure-Fanck

condon

Intensity

distribution

in the

rot<:,tionalstructure,,1 ~ _ i~transition.

( 1 Perl qd" , 12. mk:l.)
RBFERENq...a

, .

1, Atomic Spectra

- White

( EM topic;>; 1.:to. .a
2. Introduction
Me Gr,''l<J
Hill,

)

tQ Molecular

Spectroscopy

International

3. Spectra of diatomic

_ C.M.Barro..-

Edition

molecules

- Hen.berg

( Ec.1.:topl c 1 )
4. A tomic structure

and cl1emical bond

- Manas Chanda

Mc Grall' Hill
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and Crystal

PRY 302 Solid State Physics

growth)

- I

( W.e.f. from June, 1993)
1> Formation

~

Velocity

growth,

Growth

of

crystals

Elements

~

Sgui J 1brlum

Balli J 1 lbrl11m

growth,

twios, Growth
....

Free

lInd

Transformations

The

phase

rule.

energy

order

of properties,
in

aggregates,

Elastic

aggregates,

Plastic

in

Solid

complex

a

the

Periods

crystals,

• '4> Imperfections

structures.

Complex

...,6.Periods

Properties

Preferred

deformation,

of

engineering

orientation
Single

in

importances,
polycrystalline

crystal,

polycrystalline

deformation, Slip in angle crystals,

Mechanics

... a

in. atomlc

imperfections,

calculation.

solutions,

fracture .

imperfections,

in

Q! crystals:

properties

deformation

Twining

transformations,

of tran~fOrmations.

Anisotrophy

defects,

of

transformation

Introduction:

1st and

trans! tioDa,

Kinetic~

Classification

Mechanism

1n crystals

diagrams-

3> Mechanical

growth,

Martensite

transformatioDs-

'" order-disposer

growth

twins, Transformation

tfiermodynamlcs-

\;

diagram~,

of

Recrystalli~ation,

2> Transformation

Types of

Theories

twins, Deformation

solid state,

- '"'

: Cryst11

of

Periods

packjngs
Discovery

Poibt defects,

of imperfections,

Frankel

Large angle boundries,

defects,

classification

Disordered

of

crystals,Line

Small angle boundries,Stacking

faults .

. . .Ii Periods
5> Shear strength
Slip, Dislocations,
angle

green

multiplication

QL single crystals
Burgers
boundries,

vectors,

stress field of dislocations,

di,~location

abd slip, dislocations

densities,

and crystal

growth,

Low

dislocation
Whiskers .
...7. Periods

,
I~
6> X~raY, electron

Emission

!illl1Neutron diffraction

of X-rays,

absorption

of X-rays, The geometry

The intensity of the diffractedbeam,

0'

diffraction

X-ray

X-ray diffraction

techniques ,Electronic

diffraction,

methods, The uses

diffraction

neutron

.. , ~ Periods

;

1. Introduction
2. Solid state
3. Introduction

L,V.Azaroff

to solids

A.J.Dekker

physics
to solid

state

4. The physics of Engineering

physics

solids

6. X-ray diffraction

C.Kittle
T_S.Hutchison,D.C.Baird

Hull

5. Dislocation

._-

of

Zeoli ties.

d1 ffraction,

REFERENCES

in. crystals

procedures

(Acede. Press)
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ci

Physics

Semiconductor

(W.e.f.

Type",

of

semiconductors,

non

charge

and

Intrinsic

and Galium

dcge~erate

and degenerate

cases, current

and

carrier

transport

internal

•

of Electrical

Resistivity
carried

(Four

types,

of mobility

Parameters

relation

degenerate

in non

fielded

Probe method

of minority

degenerate

to non

uniform

operations, circuit

applications.

diode,capacitance

equivalent

circuit

and voltage

specifications,

diodes-

A.C.conditions

for

measurement

( fi. Peri od"

12. mls.a)

switching

breakdown

Transisters

Expressions

Princple

rectifierdiodes

of

principle

semi-conductor,

bias breakdown

particular

Junction

Moll

carrier~concentration,

experiment

of p- n junction,

application,

reverse

device designfor
4> Bipolar

2£!.m.k.a )

P10des
degenerate

Varactors

Mobility,

carries.

diode,

Tunnel

)

and

2L Semiconductors:

by Hall effct Hayne~Shockly

3> Sem, conductor

Ebers

Excess

( 1.0. Period::;

2> ~lrem0Dt

Zener

indirect

Eisteios

concentration

of

carriers,

of Fermi level,

doping .
~

Direot

and Majority

of carriers

and position

semiconductors

properties

Semluoonductors,

Mobility

life time, Diffusion

somiconductors

1993)

compounds,

arsenide

carriers

Device::!

:

semiconductors-Elemental

Silicon, Germanium

carriers

il"Om June,

po :t&. Semj CQpd"tors

1> Introcluqtl

PRY 303 A

of

dependance

operation,
of

current

diodes.
Avalenche
voltage.

and

Zener

breakdown,

( y Periods, ~

~

)

:

switching

characteristics,

transient

( 1. Periods,

secondary.

and

.a

mk.a )

5> Field Effect Transistor"
Metal

semiconductor,

capacitor ,surface
6> ~

FET metal Insulator,

fieldeffect

transistors.

semiconductor,

Ideal

MOS

( 1. Periods,

.8.mkll )

(!Periods.

a

Electrqnjc Devices:

Solar cells photodetectors

mka )

7> POBer SemicQndoctQr
Genet'a1

{,..

Deyicp,s :
family

considerations

( ~ Periods ~

transistors,
REFERENCES

SCR,diac,Triac,power

1a

mka )

:

1, Solid state Electronic
( Prentice Hall
2. Semiconductors

of India) .a.t:d Edition,
and Electronic

devices

.z. wl

Edition,

to Semiconductor

devices

( Prentice Hall of India)
3. Introduction

- B.G,Streetman

devices

4. Physic5 of Semiconductor

devices

- di v Bar Lov

Lindmyor

&

Wringtey

S.M.Sze

( Wyley Eastern, Ltd.)
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MICROWAVE
1... ELECTROMAGNETIC FILED
Intruduction
microwave

and

electromagnetic

frequency

Uniform plane

Electric

and

l.a

1..

2.... MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
line

transmission

lines.

peri ods,

magnetic

.aa

equation
Line

and their
impedences.

Line

waveguide

modes in rectangular
3 MICROWAVE
Rectangular
resonator

rectangular

wave

i

cavity

resonator
caities.

two hole difecticnal

la

and

TM

Power losses

and

periods,

~

TE

solutions
modes

of

in

excitation

marks)

circular
E-flame

cavity

resonator

(Series tee) H-plane

couplers,

of

cavity

(Shunt fee),

bendll and twists Direecticnal
Mocrowave

circulars

isolators.

GENERATORS:
Velocity

loading efficienty
Reflax Klystron

modulation,

bumching

process,

output

power and beam

of klysteren.

Velocity

modulation.

Power Qutput

admi ttance.
Travelling

Smi th

i .B.periods, 19. marks)

Hybrid couplers.

Klystrons,

reflaction

COMPONENTS,

re-ontract

4 MICROWAVE

terminated

ratio.

waveguides

co-ordinates

magic t.ee (Hubrid tee) wave guide corners
conplers,

incidence

stube matching.

power transmission.

waveguid.

and

admittance.

duides:-Rectangular,circular,Rectangular

rectangular

normal

solution-open

double

stub matching

in

equations.

.L.iliE. Alill WAVEGUIDE:

chart. Single

equation

magnetic

Mark,,)

coeficient.Standing

wave

wave

Radio

in free space poor conductor

coefficient, transmission

Wave

betweeen

in electric,

cOllditionS.Plan waVe reflection

theorem.

Transmission

Caparison

motion

wave. Plane wave propagation

only. Pointing

f

freqencies.

aspects. Electron

field.

good conductor.Boundry

•••••

ELECTRONICS

ABD. HAYE EQUATIONS:

to microwave

and

, JALGAON

wave Tube; Constr'lction operation.

efficiency

electonic

----- --- ---------

5.eIaIQHeV!V6e~tmmndudtQtoDePtqtoe~:Microwave

tranzistors'Principle,

current gain cutoff frequency,

operation

microwave

power gain

Varactor diode: Principle, opearation use
frequency

charecteriatics,

of

varector diode

multiplication.

microwave Tunnel diode. principle of operation, microwave field
FETS,JFSTS,MESFETS

Transistors.

charactoristics,drain

current

principle

of

operation

out off frequency.
I

RRFgRENCE

for

a

period

12 marks)

BOKKS:

1. Foundation

of microwave

engineering

Collin

2. Introduction

to microwaves

Atwater

3. Introduction

to microwave

Wheeler

4. Microwave

semiconductor

and their circuit

B. E.

devices

application.

Watson

5. Microwave ,circuits and elements

M.L.Sisodia

6. Electromagnetic

Jorden

fields and waves

7. Microwave
8. Electronic

K.C.Gupta.
communication

Sangeeva Gupta

effect

microwave

NORTH MAHARASTRA UNIVERSITY, JALGAON
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PRY 303 (el
vaccum Techno] ogy aw:l Ihin

1. Various

ranges of vaccum,

.IU.l.oI. Physics

conductance,impodance,speed,pump-down

and thin relations.
2.

Pumps and Gauges

pumps, Evapouration,

1..2. periodgl
for

a.v.

a.H.V.

and

sputtenation

Rotary

Molecular

and

Getter
orgitron

L Jl periods)

Method

Vaccum

of producing thin films: Different methods

evaporation

different
~

Diffisuion,

drug,Cryogonic

pump.

3.

time

Cosine

and sputtering. Parameters

types of sources,

Working

chemicals

governing

of Hig-vaccume

thin

systems,

CVD,
films

Theory

of

law of omission.

4. Thickness

measurenments'

beam interforometry,

Optical

Tolcksky

interferences

techniques,

technique,Gravimatric

Multiple

method.

i ~period3)
5.

Monitoring

thickness
6.

of

Quarts

crystal

L .a.

moniter,

Nucleation:

sperical

film thickness:

Thermal

accomodation

cap and disc. Atimatic

monitor,

optiical

periods)

coefficients,

oapilarity

model and Comparison,

varios

model,

states

of

growth.

L

7.

Mechanical

methods,
8.
TCR

properties:Adhesion

stress measurements

Electrical

propertles:-

and its variation,

and its

with various
Boltzman

Resustance

variation

properties,

various

periods)

Fuch-Sondhemir

of very thin

theory,

films,

refractive

Reflaction,Refraction,Fresnels

index, Ellipsometry

Hall

REFRRENCE

Reflecting

and

coefficients,
anti reflecting

i li.AAriod3)

films,

BOOK:-

1. Hand Book of Thin film technology
2. Vaccum Deposi tiOl} of Thin Films

l

~

with

i ~periods)

Optical

Complex

methods.

equation,

effect.
9,

measuremets

Maissel

and GIang.

L. Holand.

--

NORTH MAHARASHTRA UNIVERSITY,JALGAON
M.Sc.{ Solid ~~

~
~

physjcs )

Qf experJments PRY 304

Lab -1 ( ~.e.f. From June, 1993)

( 15 Experjments

3 HOllrsduration ~

)

X-rays ;
Analyse

an

X-ray

po~er photograph for

substance

having

crystal

lattice,
i>

se

,Ii>

reflections

Bee

and iii) FCe and

determine

the

(hkl)

indices

of

volume

of

recorded. Hence determine lattice constant and

unit cell.
MiCrmiaye :
~

1> Study of different micro~ave components
Slotted

sention
~

attenuators,

pr"be,
~

tnn .ble

crys tId
a

etector,

Klystron

tube,
circulators and

frequency meters, directional couplers,

horn antenna,
2>

Detection of relationship bet~een frequency f, wavelength

in

free

space and ~avelength in a ~ave guide by using a micro~ave bench.
3> Measurement of dielectric constant of variQus

solids and liquids

at

room temperature by using a microwave bench.
Crystal defects :
~>

Study of defects in calcite crystals by chemical etching

technique

and density of dislocation by using an optical microscope.
2>

To

study

ionic COllductivityof

solids

at

various

temperatures

(Alkali halides), using two probe method.
Magnetic Resonance
Study

of electron spin resonance in combined static

and

r.f.magnetic

fields of a paramagnetic material.
Nuclear Rad18tloD£!
1>

To

determine

"Plateau range", "Plateau 51ope" and

"Variation

in

counts ~ith di5tance" for a given G,M_Counter.
2> To 5tudy absorption of beta rays in aluminium, measurement of range,

- --

-_.

~~

-- -----

--

,
~

5.) J QYS
1)

To C'oll5trllct

equlibriufIl

alloy System of

phase diagram

of a series

varying composition and

to

of

Lead-Antimony

measure the

eutoctic

temperature by preparing Pb-Sb alloys.
2> To prepare a ser1e5 of Nickel-Copper
temperature

of the alloys for different percentages

TherDlO Grayimetric

Thera gravimetric
Absorption

alloys and to measure the curie

Analysis

of nickel content.

(TGAl :

analysis (TGA) of NiSO , 6H 0 crystals.
4
2

Phenomenon

To study absorption

:

in Zeolites,

**********##########**********
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NORTH MAHARASHTR! UNIVERSITY, JALGAON
M,Sc. (PHYSICS) PHY 41211
Nile)ear Physica
( ~l.e.f. from June, 1993)
1) Nuclear

Stnctllre

Nuclear masses

:

and binding

Basic principle~
~pectroscopes,

of mass

angular

quadrupole

energy

momentum

moment

(claosical

and

mass

spectroscopes.

dipole

Electric

interaction

( W. Periods,

ground

Nucleon-Nucleon
effective

state of the deuteron

Scattering:

range ,Coherent

para hydrogen)

Brief revision
reactor

( Fast breeder

~

scattering

lllU. )

(Simple theory).

Phese shift analysis ,scattering
by hydrogen

moleCule

length,

(Ortho and

( W Peri ada. Zfl I1t:L)

Bo~n approximation.

3) Nlle)ear Reactors

Nuclear

scattering

moments,

only) ,Quadrupole

energy.

The Deuteron,

mass

method.

magnstic

derivation

energy,

Robert's

of l'adius by electron

difference

and

of separation

Neir's

and Jordon's

determination

and by Coloumb

Nucleaur

spectroscopy,

Bainbridge's

Siz~ of the nucleus,
method

enerei~~,Defination

:

of

fission

chain

types,research
reactor

reation,

reactor

), reactors

General

reactor

(Heterogeneous)

in India

design,

Power reactor

( Apsara,Cirus,Purnima

( .a.

1

Peri od" , 1.2. t1ka. )

4) Nuclear PBrti cJ e Acc-:larators :
T~e

Principle

of

electron-synchrotron

phase

stability,

or Bevatron.

synchro-cyclotron,

Microtron.

( ~ Periods,

~

~

)

5> Elementary

Particals

Classification

;

on the basis of type of interaction, quantum

Isospin,strangeness,parity,Decay
laws and symmentry

properties

of elementry
of elementry

particles. Conservation

particles, Quark model.
( ~ Periods,

6> Cosmic ~

numbers,

~

~

:

Origin of cosmic Rays, primary and secondary
showers, Geomagnetic

effects ,absorption

radiations, cosmic

a~

REFERENCES
1) Atomic Nucleus

R.D.Evaml.

2) Nuclear Physics

D.G.Tayal.

3) An Introduction

to Nuclear

Physics

of Nuclear Plwsics

Bhide,Joshi.
B.L.Cohen.

5) Basic Nuclear Physics

B.N.Srivastava.

6) Introduction

to Nuclear Physics

Herald Enge.

7) Introduction

to Nuclear Physics

David Halliday.

8) Elements

ray

of cosmic rays.

( i Periods,

4) Concepts

)

of Nuclear Physics

9) Nuclear Physics

M.L.Pandya

and Yadav.

Irving Kaplan.

10) Nuclear Physics

Alex E.S_Green.
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PHY 402 Solid State Physic5 _ II
( W.e.f. from June,1993)
1> PrppertJ as Qf. semiconductors
theory

Energy

semiconductors
dependence
Optical

conductivity.

of minority

~\unctions,

and

semiconductors
holes,

Th.

spectrum.

~

properties.

.
d uc t or junction, MIS structure,P-N
me t a 1 sem~con

...a

Dimond

intermetal1ic

Binary

Periods

2:t .!lemiconductor

elements

compounds,

temperature

photoconductivity,

junction ,Transistors.
2> Strllcture

,Extrinsic

and Hall effect.

Absorpti-n
"

effect,Junction

Metal

Electron

carriers

propertIes

photovoltaio
Metal:

bands, Intrinsic

structure,

compounds.
Silicon

sulfides,

Graphite

General

carbide.
Complex

structure,

properties

Sulfides:

sulfides

: III-V

Wurt~ite

Oxides,

complex

structure,

compounds,
and

Binary

II-VI

halite

types,

Oxides,

COMplex

..,a Periods

Oxides.
3> [,um1nf\5CenCe

Excitation
halides,

and

emission, Decay mechaniSMS,

The sulfide

phosphors,

Thallium-activited

Types of luminescenCe.

alkali

• •• .Q. Periods

4> Ferrimagnetism
Introduction,

The structure

of ferrites,

The saturation

Elements of Heel' s theory.
5> Prlnciple
The

...3. Periods

Q.f. [,ASRR wW. MASRR pction :

nature of spontaneous

Pumping

magnetization,

in the optical

and stimulated

emission.

The master

cavity,

MASER, The two level, Three level and Four level

optical MASER, The ruby optical
The solid state detector,Ruby

MASER, The semiconductor

LASER, Applications

optical

of LASER in

MASER,

medicine

and crystallography.
MQS5beayr
Atomic

Instrumentation,Relativity

effect

chemical

motieln and

application.

M05sbeaur

and

Damage

...6. Periods

damnSe La solids

by neutron

Irradiation

radiation,

Recombination,

by heavy

particles,

cbarged

... S- Periods

by Gammarays.

;

survey, phctoconducting

photoconductors,

simple

Irradiation

by fast electrons ,Irradiation

7> Photocondyctivity
Historical

Recoilles

Intl:oduction

resonance-absorption.
6> Radiation

effect,

Absorption
Life

tim••,

and

excitation,

transitions

Trapping

photoconductivity,capture

model of a photoconductor,

across the gap trapping

materials, Electronic

Excitation,

and

capture,

cross-section,

absorption,

excitation

and it's effects.
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Qf

1> Importance

growing

Thermodynamic

princlple~

crystal growth

,revision,

2> Solut1on

Growth

single crystals
and

~

crystal

nucleation

their ~

growth

equilibria. Theory

from solution,

of

melt and vapour.

growth,

from

water

Hydrothermal

solution,growth by Gel

growth,growth

method,

growth

by

Flux,

from flux, growth by electrodepo5ition.

:3> G:rwth f.l::2m mllLt ;
Czcharalski

cry::;tal

pulling

tochnique,

Zone melting

method,

and germanium

Bridgmann-Stockbarget

techniques,
Detailed

study of growth

and

silicon

single crystals.

4> vapour growth

:

The various mothods

of vapour growth.

(Viz. CVD,Epitaxial

grow~h

etc.)

and growth kinetics.
~> Introduction

to liquid crystals,

uses and limitations
6? Cbaract~rization
a. Identify

their classificntion,

properties,

of each type.

Qf

classical

cryatals

;

gravimetric

and volumetric

analysis.

b. Major constituents.
c. Minor constituents.
d. ~apping

( Electrical

and dielectric

e. X-ray power diffraction
f. Election
g. Etching

microscopic
studies

h. Charaot~ri~ati~n

properties

).

techniques.

techniques

(Chemical

{ TEM, SEM }.

etching

of crystal

thermal

surfaces

and hydrothermal

by optical

etching).

microscopy.
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•
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1 > IntrQducti

00

1& Microcomoutor
(C.P. U . .l,

MemoJ::'ies,
MicroprOCeSsor
2> MemQry dey ices
A) Biportar,

( 2. Lectures)

Unipolar

B) Study ofmemory

chips;

Qf ~

3> Architecture

~

2174,2716

( .e.

only

Lectu.res)

( J. Lectures)

types
of instruction

modes
set of 8"'85.

iv) Instruction

5> Interfacing

( RAM) Read

with pin configuration

ii) Classification

B) Programming-

d
an om access memory

QL ~

A) .i) Instruction

iii) Addressing

R

'

Detail block diagram
4> Instruction

1;0 devices,

,

memer1u_.
~~~
( ROM,PROM,EPROM.)

momory

<--

,

simple programs
memory

and

lLQ

use of subroutine

deyices

( 1.2.Lectures)

,

IntrodllcUon
i) Address
il) Momory

space partitioning,

address

Interfacing

111) Lata trallsf~r schemes
a) Programmed

date

.

tral13fer,

Synchronou3

transfer,

driven data transfer,

lntrurrupts

b)

deceding

Direct

memory

Async1lronoces

transfer,

ill 81'185.

access data

transfer;

DMA transfer

baaaed system
6> Study

Qf

in

an

8085

( 5. Lectyre!'!)

interfacing

i) Programmatice
ii) Programmable
iii)

Interrupt

Keyboard

deyicAs

peripheral
interval
ontroller

;

interface

timer
and

( Ie 8255)

( IC 8253) with programming.
display

controller

(

IC

8279)

( 1..Lectures)

I

•

7) Inturrupts

:

Need of Inturrupt3;
of Inturrups

controller

6> Introdu~tion
REFERENCES

study of hardware and software Inturrupts,

( Z. Lectures)

(IC 8259)

( 2.=.Lectures)

to 8086, 80386 and 80286 in brief

,

1) MicroprOCe5$Or Fundamentals

( Schaum's

series)

- Rogel' L. Kokhein

2J

Introduction to Microprocesser Softwar. hardware,

3) 8060/8085

Assembly

language

4) Microprocessor

Architecture

programming

6) Introduction

.Programming

and application

( ~

( riEL Bombay.)

Inter Corp. USA.

to microprocesser

(:icl~)
7) Introduction

by

( H.G.H.)

Ramesh Goankar

5) MC5 65 Users manual

( H.G.H.)

programming
- L.A.Leventhal

- A.PMathur (TMG)

to micorproces50r

L ~ Z. )

Adam Osborn (MGH)

8) Data manual for Microprocessor family Intel Corpusa

-

study

9) Introductionto micorproces50r

Khambate

10) Microprocessor and its applications

B.Ram
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NUMERICAL

from

4103

J<.lne, 19.93)

(e)

METHODS AlID. COMPUTER

PBOGRAMMING

1 ,COMPUTER PROGRAMMING;

A)

FORTRAN-77 ;

Cllarectol"

c onstants ,Variables.

et

oS

(Arl th.'Ilatics,R e 1 a ti ona 1 and Logical

), Assignment

statement, output 5t~tement.contr~1
v statements(

Expre:Hllons

statements,

Input

GO TO, If, DO Loops)

.L 12. per1od5)

B}

Subpl"ogramme

; -FUNCTION, SUBROUTINE Subprogram,

equivalanic

3tatemt.

2 NUMERICAL

METHODS

In the following
able

to

perform

lR

FORTRAN:

write programs,

mathematical

statemet

1. 1 periods,)

topic on numerical

rotmerical

Common

methods, students

subprogrsms

calculations

or programs

using

,

to bo

calculators

and

are expected

segments

electronics

as

well

••

tables.

allnerative

methods

Derivation

of

for solution

formula

of Algebric

for successive

equations-

Bisection,

Newton

- Traperoidal,

method

L fi. periods)

Regula false and their comparison.
b) Integration

Rapson

simpson

1/3, Simpson

3/8 Rules DErivation

and Applications.
~

'--

c) Interpolation:-Linear

interpolation,

Langrages

Interpolation.
i i. periods)

d)

Solution

pivoting

of

Simulataneous

all conditioned

equation

equations

Guass

in Guass-Seidal

Elimination
Iterative

L

method

method.

5. peri ods)

REEERENCE BOOK:
1 ,Programming

with FORTRAN

- Lipsehutz

(Seaum series,MC

Graw Hill pub)

2. Computer

Programming

io FORTRAN-??

Davis

Computer

programming

io FORTRAN-77

Ramkumar

4, Computer

programming

io FORTRAN-7?

V. Rajaralllan

"

,.
6,

Computer

oriented

Introductory
Analysis

numel'ical methos

methods

V. Rajaraman

of Numerical

• 8.S . Sastry.
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2L experiments

( W.e.f.

from June, 1993)

.:illL~b. ::.2. PRY 404
( 15 Experl ments
Magnetism

in ferroelectric
study

transistor
3> To

of capacitance

sarnple.(Barriuro

variation of

the

moment

and power factor with

de channel resistance of
magnetic

number of

unpaired

a

field

effect

field.

paramagnetic molar

and

temperature

,

titanate)

(BFW 10) with external

determine

magnetic

e.a.ch )

:

1> To study variation

Z> To

: - 3 Hours duration

susceptibility and
electronics

pottassium

ferricvanide
4>

K Fe (eN) by Guoy method.
3
6
study variation of suceptibility of

in

hence

To

a

magnetic

slat

with

temperature.
5)

To

study Faraday

effect and to determine

Vardet's

constant

of

a

magnetic material.
Electrical properties
1> To determine electrical conductivity of a semiconducting material.

,

2> To determine energy gap of a semiconducting speciman.
3> To determine

energy gap in the band structure of Indian

Antimonide

from the given IR spectrum.

L

4> To study characteristics of

NTC and PTC materials by varying

their

temperature and to determine temperature co-efficient of resistance .
.I:h1I:l. fi]

mo

;

1> To prepare cadmiUm sulphide photosensitive thinfilm by chemical bath
deposition technique.
2> To

determine

step

hight

on

mica-cleavage

by

multiple

beam

interferometry.
3> To

prepare

evaporation

thin

technique

films

of

semiconducting

materials

and to measure resistivity by two

by
probe!

flash
four

probe method.
4> To prepare thin films of photosensitive materials by solution growth
technique and to study their photoconductivity.

-

I
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,
Hall

To

measurement,

(

.E.lu: semiconductors)

meaSure Hall co-efficient,

volume

and

the number of charge carriers

the carrier mobility

in P-type and

N-type

per

unit

semiconducting

samples and compare the results.
Superconductprs

;

To study theorotical
LQR temperature
Effect

of

aspects and preparation

of superconductors.

;

change in temperature

upon the break down potential

down to liquid

of a voltage

nitrogen

reference

diode .

tempel"ature

